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Abstract
If market-timing approach is used in investment strategy, the information on how market
will perforrn in the next time period is needed. There are periods of time when equities

perform much better than risk-fiee investment such as treasury bills. However. there are
also periods when treasury bills perform better than equities. This thesis suggests a
number of reasonable models for estimating the probability of equities outperfonning

treasury bills and for modeling the behavior of stock returns. Rosenbloom's sequential
method (1999) is modified and used in order to determine which of the models is the best.

This study has identified as a potential tool for selecting the best probability mode1 for
esiimating the probability of equities outperforming treasury bill.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. Statement o f Problem
Equity markets fluctuate. There are penods of time when equities perform much better
than risk-free investments such as treasury bill. However, there are also periods of time
when treasury bill perform better than equities. An investor with perfect information
would switch from equities to treasury bill if he/she knew that equities would
underperform treasury bill. Conversely. an investor with perfect information would
switch back to equities if he/she knew that equities would outperform treasury bill.
Unfortunately, investors do not have perfect information. However investors will switch
between equities and treasury bill based on their belief on how markets will perform in
the next tirne period. This often referred to as market timing.
Recently Larsen and Wozniak (1995) developed a model to estimate the probability of
equities outperforming treasury bill in a given month. Advocates of market timing would
be able to use this model in order to decide whether to switch between equities and
treasury bill.
However, are there other models for estimating the probability ihat equities outperform
treasury bill? This thesis will suggest a number of altemate methods of estimating this
probability.
Rosenbloom (1999) provides a definition of a "best" model in this context as well as a
sequential algorithm for selacting the ben model. Since there is a great deal of data

available with respect to performance of equities and treasury bill, there i s no need for a
sequential algorithm. Rosenbloom's sequential metliod (1999) is modified in order to
determine which of a number of reasonable rnodels for estimaiing the probability of
equities outperforming treasury bill in a given month is best.

1.2. Objectives o f the Study
The objectives of this present study are as follows.

To determine which of several models for estirnating the probability of equities
outperforming treasury bill is best.
To determine which of the two probability density function models for stock
retums is better.
To suggest a number of altemate ways of estimating the probability of equities
outperforming treasury bill in a given time period.

To compare performance of the models that provide probabilities of stock retums
outperforming treasury bill rate. This cornparison enables one to select the best
mode1 among the chosen models. The models considered in this thesis are
constant probability. moving probability, lognormal probability. relative
frequency-based probability, and regression-based probability of Larsen &
Wozniak.

1.3. Methodology
The data used in this thesis are value-weighted and equal-weighted returns from
combined NYSEfAMEX and Nasdaq, the S & P 500 composite retums, and the 3-Month
T-Bill rates. Collected data are from January 1926 to December 1997 for the stock

retums. and the 3-Month T-Bill rates are from January 1934 to December 1998. The first
32 years of data is used to constma the mode1 and then use the latest 32 years of data to
run out-of-sample test. The technique used to calculate that the probability of stock

retums outperfonning T-Bill rate are constant probability, moving probability, lognormal
probability, and relative fiequency-based probability.

Afler calculating these

probabi lities, The SPRT approach devcloped by Rosenbloom (1 999) was appf ied.

1.4. Outline of this Report
This report consists of six chapters. the first of which is this chapter: tntroduction.
Chapter 2 of this report provides the theoretical background of SPRT and its
modification. The literature review of market- timing is presented in Chapter 3. Chapter
4 presents the probability models for equities. Results are presented in C hapter 5 and this

thesis is ended by Chapter 6 comprising conclusion and recommendation for further
research.

Chapter 2
Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT)
2.1. Generat
Rosenbloom's sequential method (1999) is used to detemine which of a number of
reasonable modeis for estimating the probability of equities outperfoming treasury bill in
a given month is best. This inethod uses the philosophy of sequential probability ratio
test (SPRT). The SPRT is originally developed by Wald (1947). Main feature of the
method is that the number of observations required is not determined in advance but is

dependent on the outcome of the observations previously made. The SPRT approach was
initially developed for the purpose of tesiing statistical tiypotheses. By comparing the
results of the approaches that use a fixed number of observations with those of SPRT, on
average. the SPRT approach saves 50 % in the number of observations over the tixed
number based approaches (Wald. 1947). Wald's sequential probability ratio test (SPRT)
is a natural technique for choosing between two multinomial parameter estimation
procedures.

Bner (1950) developed a quadratic sconng rule to select the best of

multinomial parameter procedure in meteorological services that provide probability of
precipitation (POP)forecasts. Rosenbloom's sequential method (1999) selects the best of
k multinomial parameter estimation procedures when only one observation per the k

estimation procedure is possible but the k estimation procedures can be repeated many
times. In this thesis, Rosenbloom's sequential method is modified since the data is not
obtained sequentially. From now on, we cal1 Rosenbloom 1999 approach RSPRT. The

RSPRT approach (Rosenbloom, 1999) is applied to the problems that involve discrete

random variables.

We extend the procedure in this thesis to continuous random

variables.

In the next section. the Brier score (Brier. 1950). SPRT developed by Wald (1 947). the
RSPRT li ke approach (Rosenbloom, 1999), and a modified prozedure are presented.

2.2. The Brier Score
The Brier score (Brier, 1950) is used to select the best of multinomial parameter
estimation procedures in meteorological services that provide probability of precipitation

(POP) forecasts. Consumer of meteorological services would like to select the most
accurate service. The accuracy in POP forecasts is measured by a quadratic scoring mle
developed by Brier (1950). The Brier score BS* is given by

Where

7'

= sample sire

of POP forecasts

piar= the POP forecast for the t-th occasion
= precipitation on the t-th occasion, equals one if there was precipitation and

zero otherwise.

The range of BS* is between O and 1 with O represent ing the best score and 1 the worst.
In weather forecasting BS** denotes the average Brier score for a constant forecast of the
climatological probability of precipitation. Murphy and Brown (1984) define a skill
score, SS, of forecasting procedure by

SS represents the percentage irnprovement in the average Brier score for the forecasts of

interest over the average Brier score for the corresponding climatological forecasts. The
drawback of the skill score and Brier score is that they do not provide any measure of
statistical significance.

2.3. Wald's SPRT
SPRT is first developed by Wald (1947). Wald addressed many aspects of the theory and
application of SPRT; including a bief review of the fundamental concepts for supporting
SPRT. such as random variables. probability distributions, and statistical hypotheses.
Moreover. mathematical proofs for supporting SPRT is presented. Wetherill ( 1966)
reviews and presents the extensions of the Wald's SPRT. Application of SPRT to the
problem of testing more than two hypotheses has been addressed in the work of Wetherill
( 1966).

Although almost al1 aspects about SPRT have been covered in these two books;

Wald ( 1947) and Wetherill ( 1966). the description of SPRT is concisely given by Kendall
and Buckland ( 1960):
"A sequential test for the hypothesis Ho against an alternative hypothesis HI,due to Wald

the end of each stage in the sampling the probability ratio p l l p ~is computed
where the suffixes O and I refer to the nul1 and alternative hypotheses respectively and p
is the (known) probability function of al1 sample members so far drawn. Then if B
pi po - A, the sampling is continued to another stage. But if p,/po r B. the nul1
hypothesis (Ho) is accepted, and if plqo a,the nuIl hypothesis is rejected and the
alternative hypothesis (Hl) i s accepted. The twa constants A and B are determined by
reference to prescribed requirements concerning the two types of errors made in testing
hypotheses, the rejection of HOwhen it is tme and the acceptance of Hl when it is false".
( 1944). At

As mentioned, Wald's (1947) sequential probability ratio test (SPRT) is a natural
technique for choosing between two multinomial parameter estimation procedures. This

technique is designed for testing a simple hypothesis Ho against a simple alternative
hypothesis H l . Generally, the SPRT procedure can be presented as follows:
1. Two positive constant A and B are chosen (B< I <A). The constants A and B are to be
determined so that the test will have the prescribed strength (@B.The strength (am
indicates whether a test may be regarded as more desirable than the other. The
relations cirnong 4

A, and B clin be found in Wald (1 947).

2. At any stage m of the experiment, with data bi,y?, ...y,,,),the likelitioods of the data

under each of hypotheses, Lo(yl, y., ...y,J , and LI(LI,y?, ...y,J, are calculated. as well

as the ratio

(2.3)

The likel ihood of the data means the probabilit) that a sample y,, y2,

y,, is obtained

and given by

3 . If B A, --A, the experiment is continued by taking an additional observation y.,+,. If

A,,, 2 A the process is terminated wit h the rejection of Ho and the acceptance of Hl. If
A, SB the process is terminated with the rejection of Hiand the acceptance of HU.

2.4. Rosenbloom's Sequential Method (RSPRT)
The SPRT approach is fûrther modified by Rosenbloom (1999). This modified version

RSPRT is developed for selecting the best of k multinomial parameter estimation
procedures. The terni "best" is defined as follows (Rosenbloom, 1999):

Definition: An estimation procedure i* will be selected the best of estimation procedures
{ 1,2,. . . k) at a significance level a (ais a parameter between O and 1, typically .10. .O5 or
.Ol) if the probability of estimation procedure i* not being correct is below a (assuniii~g
one of estimation procedures ( 1.2,. ..k) is correct).

Rosenbloom's sequential method (1999) is different fiom the original Wald's SPRT
( 1947) in

terms of treating the hypotheses. Hypotheses are set up in the fonn procedure 1

is correct versus procedure 2 is correct. There is no pt-ior reason to prefer one method
over the other. The RSPRT algorithm for selecting the better of two estimation
procedures can be described as follows:
I . A constant a (0.1 a 1 ) is chosen. The value of a is between O and 1. (O

a

1).

2. At any stage m of the experiment, with data (yi,y?, ...y,,,),the ratio

is calculated where LI = L,(yi.y2....y,,Jand L2 = L2&,, y2, ...y,,Jare the likelihoods of
the data under each of the hypotheses and

-Ma&~m

L*- L ~ Y I ...,y~d ,

{Li(yl,y~,
...yJ, L2(Yi.y2,

....Y&

(Note: There is no need to directly compute Liand L2. These numbers will become
extremely small and subject to round-off error. However, it is easy to store Ll./L2and
update this number with each new data point. Cornparing the ratio with 1 will
determine which one is Lp.)
3. If An .- (1-a) a. the experiment is continued by taking additional observation y,,,,,.

If 1, r (1-a), a. the process is terminated with the acceptance of H, and the reject ion
ofH,. j z i * .

With this approach the probability that Hia is true at least 1-a(assuming either Hl or H?is
true) while the probability of rejecting the true hypothesis is below a. That estimation

procedure i' is selected the beaer estimation procedures { 1, 2) at a significance level a.
RSPRT algorithm for selecting the best of k estimation procedures is as follows:
1. A constant a is chosen. The value of a is between O and 1, (O

a < 1).

2. At any stage m of the experiment, with data ( y l , y?, ...y,) calculate the ratios

Where L,

- ',(y/,

y2, ...y,,Jforj

the hypotheses and L,.
In practice, L ,, L?,

=

=

1.2,...k are the likelihoods of the data under each of

L,.(yl, y?, ...y,,,)= Mminrum IL,&,, y2, ...y,,J/ j

... Lk are

= 1.2, ...k).

not computed to determine L, a. The reasons are: ( 1) these

numbers will become extremely small and (2) they are subject to round-off error.
However, the ratios LI.LI, LrL*.. . La Zkare calculated and stored. These ratios are
updated with a ratio of each new data point. At any stage, these updated ratios are
compared with 1 to determine L,..
3. If 1 +

(1 1 A ), > 1 / (1 - a), the experiment is continued by taking additional
1LI*

observation ym+i. If 1 +

(1 / A),

5 1 1 (1

- a),the process is terminated with the

J si.

acceptance of H,..

The acceptance of H, means procedure i* is selected the best of procedures {l,2, ...k} at a
significance level a.

2.5. Modification of the RSPRT
A modification of the RSPRT approach is required to deal with non-sequential data. In

this thesis a long period of performance of equities and treasury bill data are available.
This modification applies to both the procedures for detennining the better model
between two models, and for selecting the best model among several models. The
modified procedure for selecting the better model between two models can be described
as follows:
i . A constant a is chosen. The value o f a is between O and lor (O
2. Collect data

a

1).

b,..
.y,)

Sequentially calculate the ratio

where Li

=

LI&,. y?, ...y,,Jand L2

=

LI@,,y ~ ...y
, J are the likelihoods of the data

under each of the hypotheses and

L,. = L,Qyl,y2, ...ynJ = Mmimum fl&,y:,

...ydl~ ( Y I . Y : . . . . ~ m ) ) .

3 Check the value of A. at the end of experirnent

If A, 2 (1-a) a.accept Hi. and reject Hj,
j * i*.
If A.-- (1-a) a. The result is inconclusive. There is insuficient evidence to
conclude that one of the procedure is better at a significant level a
Step 3 presents the difference of modified RSPRT like approach from the RSPRT. The
experiment in the RSPRT procedure stops when the value of A,, reaches a predetermined
value, while this modified procedure does not stop until at the end of the data available.

As a consequence, there is possibility that the best rnodel may not be selected because the

value of A,, 2,s away from the cnterion specified. Therefore, the output of the selection
procedure will be inconclusive.
Similarly, the modified procedure for selecting the best mode1 among several models can
be described as follows:
1. A constant a is chosen. The value of a is between O and I , (O

a

4

2. Collect data &,, y2, ...y.)

Sequentially calculate the ratio

Where L, = L,(yl. y?, ..y,,Jfor j
the hypotheses and Li a

=

1.2....k are the likelihoods of the data under each of

-

L, .(yl, y?, . ..y,J Marimrtrn { L,(yr, yz, ...y,,J / j

=

1,2,...k).

In practice, LI, La ...Lkare not computed to determine L,.. The reasons are: (1) these

numbers will become extremely small and (2) they are subject to round-off error.
However. the ratios LIxL2,L&

... Lk-& are calculated and stored. Tliese ratios are

updated with a ratio of each new data point. At any stage, these updated ratios are
cornpared with 1 to determine Li..
3. At the end of expenment check the value of p,,,

If 1 + x ( l / A ),

5

I/(l - a ) accept Hi..

Jfi*

If I +

(1 I A ), > 1/(l- a ) the result is inconclusive.
J

a*

The acceptance of H,. means procedure i* is selected the best of procedures { l .2, ...k)
signi ficance level a.

at a

Chapter 3
Market Timing
3.1. Background
Equities as measured by the S & P 500 have returned 1 1.9 % annual return between 1978
and 1998. This means that an investor who invested $ 1 .O0 in 1978 and held
investment till 1998 would have

$( 1+. 1 19)"

tlicit

or $9.47 in year 1998. This strategy of

buying and holding equities is ofien referred to as a "buy-and-hold" strategy. However,
equities do not go up in a straight line. There are many periods of time when the market
has gone down. If an investor had perfect information he or she would be out of market

during these down periods. Many investors and investment analysts believe they can
correctly predict when the market will decline. These investors sell their equities and

move their assets into alternative investments such as treasury bill during periods where
they believe a market decline is forthcorning. These investors return to equities in
periods where they believe the equity market will rise. Such a strate3 is oAen referred
to as market timing.
Many if not most investors follow some form of market timing. However, there is a
considerable body of research in finance that questions the effectiveness of various
market-timing strategies. The application of market timing in the real world is in debate.
Prior studies have shown the pros and cons of market timing. The question is whether
one should use market timing or just stay in the market ?

3.2. Existiog Models
Sharpe (1975) explores the potential gains fiom market timing and shows how they relate
to the portfolio manager's ability to make correct preciictions. His anicle considers only
strategies involving scheduled annual reviews. The first alternative is presented by
Standard and Poor's composite Index, the second by prime bankers' acceptances (up to
1942) or U. S. Treasury bill (aller 1942). The data are from 1929 through 1972.

Each year can be categorized as either a good or a bad market year. A good year means

the total retum. including dividends, on stocks is better than that of cash equivalents. A
bad year is the reverse. In terms of bad and good years, successful investment timing can
be defined as holding stocks in good market years and cash equivalents in bad markets
years. Transaction costs equal to two per cent of the value of the assets are assessed evcry
time there is a shifi from stocks to cash equivalents or vice versa.
First. he compares returns for the market timing strategy with perfect predictive ability to
those achieved by cash equivalents and a buy-and-hold stock policy over three different
periods ( 1929- 1972. 1934- 1972, and 1946- 1972). Three measures of performance are
used: the arithmetic average of the annual rates of retum, the standard deviat ion of return
and the geometnc mean of the annual retums. The result shows the superiority of the
perfect prediction strategy relative to stock over the period 1929 to 1972. The differences
between the buy-and-hold strategy and the perfect prediction strategy are considerably
smaller fiom 1934 to 1972 and 1946 to 1972. A policy involving accurate market timing
has two advantages. It brings retums that are both higher on average and subject to less
variability.

To assess the likely performance of funds whose managers attempt to time the market

and sometimes fail, the assumed predictive process is used (see the figure below).

manager predicts
a good Year
and holds stocks
manager predicts

a bad year
and holds cash
equivaients
manager predicts
a good year
md holds stocks

manager predicts

I

a bad year
equivalents
and
ho'drrarh

l

Figure 3.1: The Assumed Predictive Process
At the beginning of each year the manager is assumed to predict either a good or a bad

market year, then either leave his or her funds alone or move them to the alternative
investment, depending on his or her prediction. Funds are assumed to be invested either
in stock or cash equivalents. with transaction costs of two per cent incurred wlienever a
change is made.

The manager is assumed to be nght only some of the time. The

proportion of correct predictions is represented by f i . Thus, the probability that he or she
will predict a good year when in fact a good year is coming is p , while the probability is
(1-pc)that he or she will predict a bad year when a good year is actually coming.

His or

her predictive ability when a bad year is in prospect is assumed to be of comparable

accuracy. The aaual probabilities of good and bad years are f?, and

nb, respective1y.

The overall probability of each of four probable outcomes is show on the riglit of the
figure.
To estimate return when p, is less than one, some assumptions must be made about the

probability of a good and a bad years. For al1 periods, l7, and ilb were taken from the
historical data. Historical data were also used to calculate the mean annual return
achieved by stocks and cash equivalents during good and bad years.

The overall

expected retum for any given degree of predictive accuracy is a weighted average of the
expected values for the four outcomes, with the probabilities of the outcomes used as
weights:
p (the overall expected retum) =

pl p,
1

where

p, = the probability of outcorne i, and

p, = the expected return for outcome i .

Sharpe (1975) assumes that the probability of predicting a good year prior to a good year
equals the probability of predicting a bad year prior to a bad year. The results of the

study suggest that a manager who attempts to time the market must be right roughly three
times out of four, to match the overall performance of those cornpetitors who do not.
Vandell and Stevens (1 989) show that a portfolio performance based on relative1y simple
spreads between stocks and bonds increased average portfolio retums and reduced
downside risks. The data for estimated total rates of return for equity and fixed-incomes
portfolios on a monthly basis are made available by Wells Fargo from January 1973 to
December 1984. Vandell and Stevens (1989) compare retums for Wells Fargo's market

timing strategy to those achieved by the "market" (S & P 500 index), the US government
bond portfolio, and a stable mix of 0.679equities and 0.321 govemment bonds. In Wells
Fargo's market timing strategy, a higher fraction of the portfolio was invested in equities
when the expected spread in rates of retum stocks vs. bonds (1 973-1984) was large.
When the expected spread in rates of retum stocks vs. bonds was narrow. a Iiiçlier
fraction of the ponfolio was invested in the safer fixrd-iiiconic: securiiy poiibiiu. Thr
performance records of funds invested are examined using cumulative performance,
average annual return characteristic line, the four-year moving (annualized) performance
of the tirned policy relative to the S & P 500 index and the stable asset rnix strategy. The
characteristic line is obtained by plotting timed portfolio retums versus S & P 500
retums. and plotting timed portfolio retums versus stable mix retums. The results of
Vandell and Stevens (1989) studies indicate that portfolio performance can be improved
by market timing.

Droms ( 1989) applies the rnethodology first proposed by Sharpe (1 975) to assess the
potential gains from market timing and to estimate the predictive accuracy needed for
market timing to add value to the investment management process. Droms (1989)
extends the original Sharpe's work (1975) in several important ways. First, it examined
the 1926-86 penod, extending Sharpe's 1933-72 period. The impact of capital market

experience of the 1970s. as well as the turmoil of the Depression, are thus included.
Second, Sharpe (1975) assesses only the likely gains from annual timing. Droms (1989)
assesses the likely gains from annual, quarterly and monthly timing. Third, Sharpe
(1975) examines the entire 1933-1972 penod; the

Droms (1989) examines the entire

1926- 1986 period plus three subperiods - 1946-1986, 1969-1986 and 1973- 1986.

For the 1946-1986 period, the results of perfect annual timing are very siinilar to
Sharpe's observation of incremental retums of about 4 per cent per year for the 19331972 period. For the entire 1926-1986 period, the return advantage increases to 6.47 per

cent per year. This large retum incrernental is due to the perfect timer's foresight in
avoiding common stocks during the Great Depression. The retum advantage to perfect
timing increascs dramatical ly as the Frequency of timing increases. Perfect quanerly
timing produces a retum advantage of 10.7 to 15.8 per cent pei year. Perfect monthly
timing produces retum increments ranging From 19.4 to 26.0 per cent per year.
Droms (1989) also examines the impact of differential level of forecasting accuracy

-

that is. the case where the probability of predicting a bull period prior to a bull pcriod
does not equal the probability of predicting a bear period prior to a bear period. The
results of annual timing in order to outperform buy-and-hold policies are as follows:

The accuracy of forecasting a bull period prior to a bull period is 70 percent and the
accuracy of forecasting bear period pior to a bear period is 80 percent.
Or

The accuracy of forecasting a bull period prior to a bu11 penod is 80 percent and the
accuracy of forecasting bear period prior to a bear period is 50 percent.
Or

The accuracy of forecasting a bull period prior to a bu11 period is 90 percent and the
accuracy of forecasting bear period pior to a bear period is 30 percent.
Or
The accuracy of forecasting a bull period prior to a bu11 penod is 100 percent and the
accuracy of forecasting bear period prior to a bear period is any percentage.

The study concludes that accuracy in forecasting bu11 market is relatively more important

than accuracy in forecasting bear market.
Clarke et al. (1989) examine the effects of various amounts of information on expected
retums from market timing and showed that even modest amount of information can help
a market timer to overcome the advantage of a buy-and-hold investor. The market timer

in their mode1 chose between cash and stocks. aiming to invest in the one with the Iiighest
return.
They assume that GNP (Gross Net Product) number is the only variable that contains
information about fùture stock returns. The relation between GNP and hture stock return
is as follows:

w here
= the return on

S

stock in the coming period, f + l ,

GNPI = a number based on the change in GNP over the past period, 1.
e

,II

-

= the residual

S = the mean

or error terrn,

retum on stock

/3 = the sensitivity of stock returns to changes in the GNP number.

The amount of information that the GNP number contains about friture stock returns is
measured by the correlation coefficient between the GNP number at time t and the retum
on stock over the following period t+ I . The expected return on stocks for a given GNP

number can be written as:

where
p =the correlation coeficient between the GNP number in period t and stock
retum in period t - I ,

o,=the standard deviation of stock returns

o ~ =~the
~ standard
p
deviation on the GNP number
In order to know how the use of imperfect information affects the risk and return of the

market timer's portfolio, they investigate the risk and return of the market timer's
portfolio through simulation. The si rnulation proceeds in three stages. The first stage

involves the generation of a random GNP number. The second stage involves the
calculation of an expected retum on stock conditional on the GNP number. Stocks are
chosen if the conditional retum on stock exceeds the return on cash; otherwise cash is
chosen. The process ends here if cash is chosen and the market timer receives the cash
return. However. if stocks are chosen, the third stage involves the generation of an actual
stock reiurn from a distribution with the conditional expected stock retum and standard

deviation. The three-stage process is repeated 40,000 times. The result shows that an
increase in information leads to an increase in the mean return of the market timer's
portfolio.
Sharpe (1975) concludes that to be successful with a market timing strategy one needs to
be correct at least 75 per cent of the time. Sy ( 1990) disagrees with this conclusion. Sy
(1990) follows Sharpe (1975) in estimating the degree of predictive accuracy needed in

market timing to break even relative to benchmark. The benchmark used usually is that
of a "buy-and-hold" stock strategy.
Two sets of empirical data are used in Sy (1 990). The first set consists of annual rates of

retum given in Sharpe (1975), covering the period 1929 to 1972 inclusive, for U.S.
equities represented by the Standard & Poor's Composite Index and for cash equivalents
represented by U.S. Treasury bill. The second set of data consists of monthly rates.
covering the period lanuary 1970 to August 1989 inclusive, for U.S. equities represented
also by the Standard & Poor's Composite Index and for cash equivalents also represented
by U.S. Treasury bill.

Sharpe (1975) eliminates years 1929 to 1933 fiom his analysis in the bclief that those

were unusuül years and unlikely to be repeated in the future. Since Sy (1990) includes

the period of 1929-1933 in the analysis, the timing correctness required drops from 75
per cent to about 65 per cent. This shows how sensitive market timing is to a few
significant events in the tail of the distribution of returns.
Beebower and Varikooty (1991) evaluate the effectiveness of various measrires by
simulating the performance of managers with differing abilities to time the market. They
look at four rneasures of performance. The first one uses the standard t-statisiic test for
superior performance relative to the benchmark. The second measure looks at the
percentage of times the market timer has underperformed the benchmark. The third
measure is a non parameter chi-square test of independence. The nul1 hypothesis is that
the manager's proponion of investment in an asset class is independent of whether a bull

or bear market exists. The founh test applies the probit model. Here, the manager

invests in particular asset class. given the differences between the retums of various asset
classes.

In their simulation the manager switches between two asset classes-equities and treasury
bill-based on his or her ability to forecast the relative retums.

They simulate

performance over the period 1926 through 1989 and the postwar period 1946 through
1989.

Three steps in their study provide the market-timing investment performances to be
measured. The first step involves identifying bull and bear phase. The second step
defines the investment manager's ability to forecast stock market tuming point. Turning
point is the month during which the market shifts fiom one phase to anotlier. The tliird
step involves simulating the investment performance of each manager. The good market
timing in their simulation is the ability to identify accurately the starting and endinç

points of bull market and bear market phases. By changing forecasting probabilities, they
simulate the performances of managers with different forecasting characteristics. There
are nine managers in their study. For each manager, they ran 200 simulations.
The results of their study indicate that using the t-statistic to determine a manager's
timing ability requires a large number of observations. For example, to identify manager
8, who has a superior timing ability of 2.77 per cent per annum, they need 96 years of

data. The results indicate that the percentage of times the manager underperformed the
S&P 500 index is approximately 42 per cent for the manager who adds no value over

time and 35 percent for managers who over tirne add 1.5 to 2 per cent to the S&P 500's
return.

Wagner et al. (1992) apply a number of the measurement tools of modem portfolio to the
performance of a sarnple of market timers. Results are evaluated according to the return,
variability of retums, and risk-adjusted retum. The results of their study show that market
timing as an investment approach appears superior than a buy-and-hold strategy.
Variability of return was considerably less with market timing. Vanability of return was
used to measure the risk. Their study considers a fivc-year study pcriod of Octobcr 1985
through the end of September 1990.
Brocato and Chandy (1994) show that random market timing can produce superior
retums to timing results. These findings conflict with research by Wagner et al. (1992).
who present support for the marker-timing argument based on evidence fiom practiciny

market timers. Brocato and Chandy (1994) present simulated retums for the same tiveyear period as those used by Wagner et al.
A probability model is used by Larsen and Wozniak (1995) to try and establisli the

superiority of market timing. The probability of the first asset (S&P 500) outperforminy
the second asset (US Treasury Bill) is defined and included in the discrete regression
model (DRM). The DRM developed in their work is a hnction of eight variables, sucli
as spreads. variance of the S&P 500 index, industrial production, inflation, and dividend.

The main finding of their work is that portfolio pet-tormance is superior to passive fixedweight strategies. The ability to reduce the risk is presented. The DRM approach is also

able to reduce the number of monthly transactions associated with the fixed-weight
strategies.

3.3. Proposed Models
Larsen and Wozniak (1995) is the only research work that generates probability of
equities outperforming risk-free investments.
estimating this probability.

This thesis suggests other ways of

There are four approaches employed: constant probability,

movins probability, lognormal probability and relative fiequency-based probability. If

market-timing approach is used in investment strategy, the best probabi lity model is
needed. This thesis uses a statistical method to select the best probability model.

Chapter 4
Probability Models for Equities
4.1. General
In this chapter, the application of the fixed sample size modification of Rosenblooni's
sequential method is presented. A number of models for estimating the probability of
equities outperforming treasury bill are examined. The data used for equities are value-

weighted returns and equal-weighted retums from combined NYSUAMEX and Nasdaq
indices, and the S & P 500 composite returns. The retums considered in this study are
monthly data ranging from January 30, 1926 to December 3 1, 1997. The rates of the 3month Treasury bill for the period of January 1934 - December 1997 are used. Since the
data is already available, there is no need to do a pure sequential test. Al1 the data that is

available should be used and therefore the fixed sample size modification is employed.
The performances of a number of models are compared using the fixed sample size

modification and the best mode1 can be selected.

4.2. Description of Selected Models
The models considered in this thesis are partitioned into two proups. In the first group. 1

look at probability distributions which have been suggested for modeling behavior of
stock prices. In particular we look at normal and lognormal. The normal distribution is

chosen since most of financial approaches in modeling the price changes on stocks and
the retums on portfolios are approximately normal. The lognormal distribution is chosen
because most financial models of stock prices assume that the stock's price follows a

lognormal distribution.

In the second group, 1 look at models which generate a

probability of equities outperform risk-free investnient. There are four models examined
in the second group; constant probability, moving probability, lognormal probability, and
relative frequency-based probability.

1.3. Probability Distributions for Stock Returns
As mention before, two possible rnodels for stock market retums are the iiormal

distribution and the lognormal distribution.
4.3.1. Normal Distribution Function
A model for value-weighted returns is developed using the normal distri biit ioii

probability density hnction:

which can be easily model in Excel by:
= NORMDIST (x, p . a)

(4.2)

The parameter p is the mean of value-weighted retums, the parameter a is the standard
deviation of value-weighted returns, and x is the value-weighted retum. Both p and a are
estimated based on the historical data fiom January 30, 1926 to December 29, 196 1.
The parameters p and a are then used to generate probability density function for valueweighted retums using the NORMDIST function available in Excel. This NORMDIST
function is used the model the likelihood hnction for the data in the period of January 3 1,
1962 - December 3 1, 1997.

4.3.2. Lognormal Distribution Function

Probability density distribution functions for value-weighted retums is developed using
the lognormal distribution function expressed in the form of:

The parameters of p and a were estimated from historical monthly data January 30. 1926

to December 29, 1961.
Most financial models of stock prices assume that the stock's pice follows a lognormal
distribution. This means that the logarithm of the stock's pnce at any time is a normally
distributed random variable. Most finance practitioners assume that price of stock may
be modeled by

W here

Po

=

Price of stock at time O.

f

=

Tirne in years.

P, = Price of stock at time t.

Z

= A

p

=

standard normal randorn variable.

Mean percentage growth rate of stock (per year) expressed as a decimal.

a = Standard deviation of the growth rate of stock (per year) expressed as a decimal.
The fixed sarnple sire modification of Rosenbloom's sequential method is applied to the

normal and lognormal models to determine which mode1 is better.

The procedure is repeated for equal-weighted retums and S & P 500 retums, respectively.

4.4. The Probability o f Equities Outperforming Treasury Bill
There are four models examined in this group; constant probability, moving probability,
lognormal probability, and relative frequency-based probability.
4.4.1. Constant Probability Model

The constant probability is the probability obtained fiom the fraction of the time the

value-weighted retums outperfonn treasury bill between January 1934 to December
1965. This probability is then used to estimate the probability of value-weighted returns

outperforming treasury bill in any month between January 1966 to December 1997. As a
treasury bill retum r (stated in %) is stated in term of an annual retum, the monthly retiirn
from treasury bill.

4 is calculated as follows:

4.42. Moving Probability Model

In the moving probability mode1 the probability of the value-weighted retum

outperforming treasury bill in a month between January 1966 and December 1977 is
approximated by the relative fiequency of value-weighted retums outperforming treasury
bill between January 1934 and the previous month. For example, there are 240 months of

the value-weighted retums outperforming treasury bill between January 1934 and
December 1965. To calculate the probability of the value-weighted return outperforming
treasury bill in January 1966 is the total months of the value-weighted returns
outperforming treasury bill between January 1934 and December 1965 divided by the
total months between January 1934 and December 1965 (384 months). Thus, the

probability of the value-weighted retum outperfonning treasury bill in January 1966 is
MO/3 84 = 0.625
4.4.3. Lognormal Probability Mode1

The probability of value-weighted retums outperforming treasury bill for tlie period of

January 1966 - December 1997 is calculated using lognormal distribution parameters p
and o. These two parameters are estimated using the data fiom January 30, 1926 to

December 3 1, 1965.
The formula used to calculate the probability is as follows

Where d is the monthiy retums fiom treasury bill
This formula is derived from the lognormal model. As mentioned before. that price of
stock may be modeled by

Using the lognormal model, the probability that the market retum in 1 month PI~II/P,.
exceeds the return on nsk-free investment d, is equal to

4.4.4. Relative Frequency- Based Probability Model

The probability that value-weighted returns are higher than a specific treasury rate d is
estirnated by using the relative frequency of value-weighted retums fiom January 1934 to
December 1965. For example if the current monthly treasury bill rate is 1% and between
January 1934 and December 1965, the value-weighted return was above 1 %. 62 % of the

time an estimate of the value-weighted retum exceeding the treasury bill rate is .62.
Once the probabilities of value-weighted returns outperforming treasury bill are obtained

using the four models, the next step is to apply the fixed sample sire modification of
Rosenbloom's sequential method (1999) to these four models in order to select which
model is the best.

The procedure is repeated for equal-weighted retums and S & P 500 retums, respectively.
When the procedure is applied for S & P 500 returns, the model developed by Larsen and

Womiak (1995) is included.

Therefore, there are five models considered in that

selection, instead of four models as done for value-weighted and equal-weighted retums.

The Larsen and Wozniak model (1995) sometimes generates probability estimates of" 1''
However, there are instances when the Larsen and Wozniak model (1995)

or "O".

generates a probability estimate of 1 and the market return does not exceed the treasury
bill return. Similarly there are instances of Larsen and Wozniak model (1995) generating
a probability estimate of O and the market retum exceeds the treasury bill rate. This will
resvlt in the corresponding likelihood function to be exactly O. Since the Rosenbloom's

sequential method compares likelihood function, the Larsen and Wozniak model would
be eliminated for consideration as the best model. In order to be as fair as possible to

Larsen and Wozniak model (1995), a number of modifications were considered.
1 . Include probability of 1 and 0. This means Larsen and wozniak likelihood

will be O and hence the worst.
2. Eliminate probability of I and 0.
3

Elirninate probability of greater than .95 and probability of less than .O5

1 If Larsen and Wozniak gives probabilitiy of greater than 0.90, reassign

probability of equal to .90. If Larsen and Wozniak gives probability of less
than .IO,reassign probability of equal to .10

Chapter 5
Data, Method, and Results
5.1. A Test of Probability Distributions for Stock Returns
Two possible models for stock market retums are the normal distribution and the
lognormal distribution. The fixed sample size modification of Rosenbloorn's sequential
method is used in order to select the better rnodel for equities.

The data used for equities are value-weighted returns and equal-weighted returns from
combined NYSUAMEX and Nasdaq indices, and the S & P 500 composite returns from
January 30. 1926 to December 3 1, 1997 which consists of a total of 864 data points.
The tests are conducted for modeling value-weighted returns, equal-weighted retums, and
the S & P 500 composite returns. The first test presented is for value-weighted retums.
The two hypothcses tested are:

Hi

Value-weighted retums follow a Normal distribution

H2 : Value-weighted retums follow a Lognormal distribution

In conducting the fixed sample size modification of Rosenbloom's sequential method the
following steps are followed:
1 . Assuming normal distribution for value-weighted returns, the rnean of value-weighted

retums (p) and the standard deviation of value-weighted retums (a) are estirnated

based on the historical data from January 30, 1926 to December 29, 1961 (Appendix
1 ).

The parameters p and a are then used to calculate the normal distribution probability
density function for value-weighted retums for the data in the period of January 3 1.
1962 through December 3 1, 1997 (Appendix 2). This was a total of 432 data points.
Assuming lognormal distribution for value-weighted returns, calculate the parameters

p and a for the period of January 30, 1926 to December 29, 1961 (Appendix 1).

The parameters p and a are then used to calculate the lognormal distribution
probability density function for value-weighted returns for the data in the period of
January 3 1, 1962 through December 3 1, 1997 (Appendix 2).

Apply fixed sample size modification of Rosenbloom's sequential method to these

two probability distributions.
A constant a is set equal to 0.05 and hence one hypothesis would be better thm tlir
other

if A,, > ( 1-a)/a
= (1-O.O5)/O.O5= 19

The value of h.at the end of experiment is 28.40 (Appendix 2).
Since h, 2 19, the HI assumption should be accepted. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the normal distribution function model

is better than the lognonnal distribution

function rnodel for modeling value-weighted retums at a significance level of a = 0.05.
Ii

is noteworthy that we have significance at a 5 % level but not at a 1 % significance.

Given the fact that we have a large data set of 432 points, there may not be rnuch
practical difference between the two models.

The same procedure is repeated for the equal-weighted retums and the S & P 500
composite returns. The calculations needed can be found in Appendix 1, 3, 4, 5.
For the equal-weighted retums, the two hypotheses tested are:

HI : Equal-weighted retums follow a Normal distribution
Versus

Hz ; Equal-weighted retums follow a Lognormal distribution
The value of )i, at the end of experiment is 33843.3871 and the

~ i is
'

Hz.This valiie is

very high because the li keli hood for the lognormal distribution higher than the likel i hood

for the normal distribution in 72 % of the data. These results lead to high value of A,.
Since A,, 2 19, the H2assumption should be accepted. Hence, it can be concluded that a
lognormal distribution mode1 is better than a normal distribution for modeling the equalweighted retums at significant level of a

=

0.05. In fact these results would be

significant at an a = 0.0001 .

For the S & P 500 retums, the two hypotheses tested are:
Hi . The S & P 500 returns follow a Normal distribution

Versus
H2 : The S & P 500 retums follow a Lognormal distribution

The value of

A,, at

the end of experiment is 12.7566. Since

?L
,,

5 19, the result for

modeling the S & P 500 is inconclusive. lnconclusive means thai there is insufticient
evidence to conclude that the normal distribution tùnction model i s better than the
lognomal distribution function model for modeling the S & P 500 retums at a

significance level of a = 0.05. Given the large data set, there is clearly no practical
difierence between the models.

5.2. A Test of the Probability of Equities Outperforming Treasury Bill
Four probability models that generate a probabi lity of equities outperforming debt were
considered; constant probability model. moving probability model, lognormal probability
model, and relative tiequency-based probability model.
The same data set as before is used. and the 3-month treasury bill are used for cash for
the period of January 1934 to December 1997.
The tests are conducted for modeling the probability of value-weighted retums

outperfoming treasuiy bill, the probability of equal-weighted returns outperforming
treasury bill, the probability of the S & P 500 outperfoming treasury bill. The first

test

conducted is for value-weighted retums outperforming treasury bill.
in order to illustrate how the fixed sample sire modification of Rosenbloom's sequential

method can be used to choose between more than two hypotheses, consider the following
four hypotheses
Constant probability model provides the probability of value-weighted
retums outperforming treasury bill
Versus

Moving probabi lity model provides the probability of value-weighted returns
outperforming treasury bill

H3 : Lognomal probability model provides the probability of value-weighted
retums outperforming treasury bill
Versus

&

:

Relative fkequency-based probability model provides the probability of
value-weighted retums outperfoming treasury bill

ln conducting the test the following steps are followed:
1. Calculate the fraction of the time the value-weighted returns outperfomiing

treasury bill between January 1934 to December 1965 (Appendix 6).

This

constant probability is then used to estimate the probability of value-weighted
retums outperforming treasury bill in any month between January 1966 to
December 1997 (384 data points).
1. Calculate the moving probability of the value-weighted retum outperforming

treasury bill in a month between January 1966 and December 1997 using the
relative fiequency of the value-weighted retums outperfoming treasury bill
between January 1934 and the previous month (Appendix 7).
3. Calculate the probability of value-weighted retums outperforming treasury bill fur

the period of January 1966 to December 1997 using lognormal distribution
parameters C< and a (Appendix 9). These two parameters are estimated using the

data from January 30, 1926 to December 3 1, 1965 (Appendix 8).
4. Calculate the probability of the value-weighted retums are higher than a specific

treasury bill rate d using the relative frrquency of value-weighted retums fiom
January 1934 to December 1965 (Appendix 10).

5 . Apply the fixed sample size modification of Rosenbloom's sequential metliod to

these four probability models.
6. A constant a is set equal to 0.05 and hence one of the hypothesis would be chosen

ifcp. a l / ( l a ) = lJ(0.95) = 1.0526.
7. The value of cp. at the end of experiment is 1 .O6 with hypotheses & performing

best (Appendix 1 1).
Since cp, 2 1.05, the result is inconclusive. There is insuficient evidence to accept one of
the hypotheses as best.
The same procedure is repeated for the probability of the equai-weighted returns
outperforming treasury bill and the probability of the S & P 500 outperfonning treasiiry
bill. The calculations can be found in Appendix 8, 9 and Appendices 12-2 1.

The results of modeling the probability of eguities outperforming treasury bill are

presented in Table 5.1. It can be seen fiom Table 5.1. that the results are inconclusive
between loynormal probability rnodel and relative frequency-based probability model for
modeling the probability of equal-weighted retums outperforming treasury bill and for
modeling the probability of the S & P 500 outperforming treasury bill. Inconclusive
means that there is insufficient evidence to conclude the best model. Alternately, can we
conclude that any of the models are clearly inferior ? I propose the following definition
to eliminate inferior models.
Definition: Model i of model 1. ..k is to be eliminated at a level a (or is not the bcst
model) if

Rosenbloom ( 1995) provided a definition of t he model being best.

Definition: Model i of model 1 . . k is the best at a level a if

Using these definitions, the following table summarizes the results

Models Considered
Constant probabi 1ity
Moving probability
Lognormal probabil ity
, Relative fiequency-based probability

1

A
O
0.019
0.038
0.943

B

C

O.006
0.049
0.439
0.505

0.014
O. 03 8
O. 196
O. 752

1

W here
A = Modeling the probability of value-weighted returns outperfoming treasury bi Il

B

= Modeling the

probability of equal-weighted returns outperforming treasury bi ll

C

= Modeling the

probability of the S & P 500 outpedorming treasury bill

In modeling the probability of value-weighted retums outperforming treasury bill, the
postenor probability for constant probability model, moving probability model and
lognormal probability model are 0,0.019,0.038respectively. These values are less than
0.05 (significance level a= 5 %), therefore those three models can be eliminated from the

selection. The posterior probability of relative fiequency-based probability model is
0.943 which is not quite greater than 0.95 or ( l a ) . Although we can not conclude that

the relative frequency-based probability approach is best ût a level a

= 0.05,

the resiiits

suggest that it is the rnost reasonable model.

In modeling the probability of equal-weighted retums outperfoming treasury bill.
constant probability model and moving probability model are being eliminated since the
posterior probability are 0.006and 0.049 respectively less than 0.05(significance level a
=

5 %). The posterior probability for lognomial and relative Frequency-based probability

model are 0.439 and 0.505respectively which are not greater than 0.95. Therefore. the
result is inconclusive between lognormal and relative fiequency-based probability model
at a significance level of a = 0.05. Hence, there is insuficient evidence to accept one of
the models as the best.

In modeling the probability of the S & P 500 retums outperforming treasury bill, constant
probability model and moving probability model are being eliminated since the postenor

probability are 0.014 and 0.038 respectively less than 0.05 (significance level a

=

5 %).

The posterior probability for lognormal and relative fiequency-based probability model
are 0.196 and 0.752 respectively which are not greater than 0.95.Therefore, the result is
inconclusive between lognormal and relative fiequency-based probability model at a
significance level of a = 0.05. Hence, there is insuffkient evidence to conclude the best
model at a significance level of a = 0.05.

The procedure is repeated for modeling the probability of the S & P 500 outperforming
treasury bill since the Larsen and Wozniak (1995) is included as a probability model.
The Larsen and Wozniak (1995) model provide probability estimates for the S & P 500
outperforming treasury bill between January 1982 and December 1992. The Larsen and
Wozniak rnodel does on occasions generate probabilities of I and 0. Unfortunately. the
Larsen and Wozniak is sometimes wrong when generating probabilities of O and 1 . By

wrong. it is meant that it generates a probability of 1 and the S & P 500 does not
outperform treasury bill. Similarly, it is wrong when it generates a probability of O and

the S & P 500 does outperform treasury bill. Since this does occur. the Larsen and
Wozniak mode1 ( 1995) will never be chosen as the best method with an SPRT-like test.

In order to be as fair as possible to Larsen and Wozniak (1995), a number of
modifications were made to Larsen and Wozniak (1995). The first is to eliniinate
probability of I and 0. The second is to eliminate probability of greater than .95 and
probability of less than .05. The third is, if Larsen and Wozniak gives probability of
yreater than .90,probability of equal to .90 is reassigned and if Larsen and Wozniak
(1995) gives probability of less than -10, probability of equal to -10 is reassigned. The

focus here is Larsen and Wozniak (1995). For the penod 1982 - 1992, we want to
determine whether
1 . Larsen and Wozniak i s the best

Or
2. Larsen and Wozniak can be eliminated as not the best

Or
3. It is inconclusive whether Larsen and Wozniak is the best or not.

The results indicate that the Larsen and Wozniak modei is eliminated for al1 tests.
The calculations needed are demonstrated in Appendices 22-24.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1, Conctusions
This thesis suggests a number of models for estimating the probability tliat equities
outperform treasury bill. A statistical method used to select the best probability mode1 is
Rosenbloom's sequential method (1 999). Since the data is already available, there is no
need to do a pure sequential test. Rosenbloorn's sequential method (1 999) is modified.
The fixed sample size modification of Rosenbloom's sequential method is first applied to
probability density tùnctions for value-weighted retums, equal-weighted retums and the
S & P 500 composite retums. The results indicate that lognormal distribution function is

better than normal distribution function for modeling value-weighted retums at a
significance level of a = 0.05. For modeling equal-weighted returns. normal distribut ion
function is better than lognormal distribution function at a significance level of a = 0.05.
The normal distribution function is better than lognormal distribution function at a
significance level of a

=

0.10 when applied for modeling the S & P 500 composite

retums.
Four probability models are considered in applying the fixed sample site modification of
Rosenbloom's sequential method to modeling the probability that equities outperforming
t reasury

bill. They are constant probability, moving probability, lognormal probabil ity

and relative frequency-based probability. The result is inconclusive for modeling the
probability that the value-weighted retums outperforming treasury bill at a significance

level of a = 0.05. There is insufficient evidence to accept one of the models is the best.

When the significance level is changed to a

=

0.10, the relative frequency-based

probability model is the best approach. For modeling the probability of equal-weighted
retums and the S & P 500 returns outperforming treasury bill, the results are inconclusive

between relative fiequency-based probability and lognomal probability model. Hence,
there is insuficient evidence to conclude one of the models is the best.
The Larsen and Wozniak model (1995) is also included in the test for the penod 1982 1992 to determine whether it is the best or is eliminated as not the best. The result shows

that Larsen and Wozniak can be eliminated as not the best.

6.1. Future Work
The Fixed sample size modification of Rosenbloom's sequential method has ident ified as
a potential tool for selecting the best probability model among available approaches used
to estimate the probability of equities outperforming treasury bill. It is possible that the

method would be a useful tool for selecting and screening models for other forecast
problems as well.
When Larsen and Wozniak (1995) is included in the test, a number of modifications are
considered in order to be as fair as possible to Larsen and Wozniak. In fact, the results
show that Larsen and Wozniak ( 1995) is always being eliminated as the best model. An
addition to this research would be to extend the test penod of Larsen and Wozniak. W hat
if the test period extend to more years of data Say, thirty, forty or fifly years? Would it be

change the result of being eliminated as the best model? These are important questions
that codd be investigated in future research.
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